
Year 4 Home 
Learning!
Join us on a new 
adventure – learning at 
home!

Thursday



What are we doing today?
Every day you will have lessons, just like you did in school!

Handwriting

Times Tables Activity

Reading

Maths

Grammar activity

Writing task

Inquiry
Don’t miss the ‘just for fun’ free-time activity 
ideas at the end!

• Please complete your work into an 
exercise book, if you have one. There is 
no need to print lots of sheets out, just 
copy questions onto paper if needed.

Parents/carers:
• If you have any questions about the work 

I have set, please contact our schools 
email address: air.balloon.hill.p@bristol-
schools.uk and I will try to get back to you 
as soon as possible.
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Handwriting

In In class, we have been working super hard on our relative size (tall and 
small letters) and making sure that our letters are joined in a clear way.

Can you write some fun alliterative sentences in your book? Remember, your 
capital letters and lower-case letters will need to be sized accordingly, and you 
will need to think carefully about which letters sit above, on, or hang below the 
bottom line. See my example below.



TIMES TABLES

Check the 'Rockslam' section today and find try and beat 
Miss Turner's score!
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Everyday at 10:00am

- Arena competition against your classmates.

Please spend at least 20 minutes a day on Times Tables 
Rock Stars. This could be games, Garage and Studio times 
– whatever helps you learn!

We want to really brush up on our amazing times tables skills so we can be 
the best in Year 4!

https://play.ttrockstars.com/auth/school/student
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Please make sure you are reading a book of your 
choice for 30 minutes every day.

You have a few questions to answer about your book once you have finished your reading. 
Please answer these questions in full sentences.

Is the main character in your book a hero, a villain, or neither? Find evidence in the text to 
support your answer.
My main character, ______, is a ________________. I think this because in the text it says 
that…

Can you find any adjectives in the book that describe a setting? Why has the author 
chosen these words? What effect / atmosphere are they trying to create?
They describe the setting as _______ . They have done this to _____________. 
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When things start to feel tough, try relaxing with some yoga. Make sure 
you’ve got a safe space to do it in!

https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=02E1468SdHg
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Maths activity – Rounding to the nearest 10.
Today, you are going to be revising rounding numbers to the nearest ten.
When we are rounding to ten, we are trying to find which whole set of 10 our number is 
closest to.

For example: The number line below shows that 163 is closer to 160 than 170. 
Therefore, to find the nearest 10, we round down.
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There are two methods which we’ve been using to round to the nearest ten.

Method One – Blank number line.
• In your books, draw a blank number line.

|-----------------------------------|

• Look at the number you are rounding to the nearest 10. For example, 546
• Place the tens number below (540) and the tens number above (550) your number at opposite ends 

of the number line.
• Write the number that will be exactly between the two numbers that ALWAYS ends in 5 (545).
• Place your number on the number line. Where, roughly, should it go? If it sits closer to the left hand 

side, then round down. If it sits more to the right, then you will need to round up.

546 is one more than 545 so it will sit just to the right of 545. It is closer to 550 than 540 so I need 
to round it up.

546 rounded to the nearest 10 is 550.
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There are two methods which we’ve been using to round to the nearest ten.

Method Two – Place value grid
• In your books, draw a place value grid with hundreds, tens and ones as columns. Write your number in, 

making sure that each digit is in the correct column.
• Look at the ones column. Is the number 4 or below? If so, then you need to round down. Is the number five 

or more? Then you need to round up. Remember, when you are finished rounding to the nearest ten, the 
ones digit will always be 0.

In class, we have been using this rhyme to help us with this method:
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Maths activity
Round these numbers to the nearest ten. Write the answers in your book.
Use method 1 or method 2 to help you.
_______ rounded to the nearest ten is _______________.
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Maths Deepening
If you were able to complete the rounding questions confidently, have a go at today's maths deepening 
challenges.

All the numbers that could be rounded to 370 
are _________________

I ______ with Jasmine.
This is because _________
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Maths Deepening +
If you felt confident when solving the deepening questions, have a go at the deepening + questions.
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Maths Deepening and Deepening +: answers



It’s so important to keep moving!
Exercise is very important to help us 
to stay healthy

https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=39L-M5nhx6Y



SPAG (Spelling and Grammar)
Watch this video to remind yourself of what an expanded noun phrase is.
https://www.bbc.co.uk/bitesize/topics/zwwp8mn/articles/z3nfw6f

Today, I want you to imagine that you are a superhero, protecting the world from 
evil objects in your kitchen (ask an adult to help you to pick safe objects). 

Your job is to convince people that the objects you have chosen are, in 
fact, evil objects. This sounds crazy, so people are not going to believe 
you unless you use exciting, interesting adjectives. For example…

This is not just a spatula.
This is an evil, dastardly spatula who can fry people 

like pancakes.
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SPAG (Spelling and Grammar)
Find three ordinary objects in your house. As a superhero, I want you to make them sound 
evil by using the following expanded noun-phrase format:

It’s not just a ___________.
It’s an adjective , adjective noun who can simile. 

Copy the expanded sentences into your book. 

Extension: using a bit of paper and some pencils / pens, can you make your household 
objects look evil? Ask your adults to photograph your examples and send them into school 
(you can send them to the email address on the second slide). Your teachers are missing you, 
and they would love to see your evil household items!



Writing Activity
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This week, we started thinking about our 
own Portal story. Now that you have 
planned the events in your story, let’s 
write the opening and build-up of your 
story.

You will:

• Day 1 – Create your character and 
character description

• Day 2 – Create your portal and describe 
it

• Day 3 – Plan the events of your story

• Day 4 – Start writing

• Day 5 – Finishing writing
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Remember, when we're writing a story, we us a 'Story Mountain' to make sure it is 
engaging and exciting for the reader! Today we are writing the opening and build-up.
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It’s not too late to change 
anything in your plan, so take 
your time, and keep asking 
yourself…

• Does my story make sense?
• Do I want this story to be 

funny? Scary? Sad?
• Will I need to find / research 

some new vocabulary to make 
my story interesting?

Then, when you are ready…

Here is Miss Turner's story plan:
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Start writing!
If you are stuck, have a look at the opening and build-up for Elf Road. 
Could you ‘magpie’ sentences from this story to use in your own?

Poppy had always been curious. One sunny afternoon, she was walking down Elf Road when she saw something unusual. In 
the brick wall, there was an ancient, wooden door. The metal handle was shaped like a dragon’s mouth. Gently, she turned it 
and the door creaked open.
On an enormous table, someone had set out a great feast with slices of chicken, bowls of salad, jars of fruit and plates of 
sweet puddings. Hundreds of tiny people were serving steaming pies, fresh strawberries like gleaming embers and glasses full 
of creamy drinks. They were dressed in unusual coloured clothes with scarlet cloaks, pointed yellow shoes and crimson caps. 
Poppy tried to talk to the tiny people but they did not say a word!

Our ‘portal story’ toolkit

• Use a range of interesting ISPACE openers, to make your story interesting!

• Use long, descriptive sentences to describe your setting.

• Use a simile to paint a picture of what’s happening.

• Use a rhetorical question to entice the reader into reading more.

• Use exciting, interesting adjectives to make your story seem fantastical.

• Use empty words to entice the reader. ‘Something, somewhere’. 

• Use sound effects in your storytelling (bang, creak, boom). 



Start writing! If you are stuck, have a look at Miss Turner's opening 
paragraph. What skills has she used from the toolkit? What has 
she 'magpied' from Elf Road?
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Inquiry – Wider Curriculum
In History, we have been learning about technology through the ages.

Yesterday, we learned about a man called David Hockney, and he is an 
artist. As technology has changed, the different kinds of art that David 
Hockney makes has changed with it.

Have a look at David Hockney’s website:
http://www.hockney.com/home

Can you create a poster about David Hockey, explaining who he is, what he 
does, and what different technology he uses to create his pictures?

You can use as much information as you can research, and you can create it 
using whatever medium you have available. Digital, pencils, pens; all fine!

I look forward to having you all teach me about David Hockey when we’re 
back in school.
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Activity 
Ideas

Can you recite 
your 3, 7 or 11 
times tables 
backwards?

Turn your household items ‘evil’, 
using cut out paper and 
pencils. Remember to send 
your creations into school via 
email!

Design a 
superhero outfit 

for yourself. 
What would 

your powers be?

How long can you 
balance a pencil on the 

bridge of your nose for? 

Time yourself!

Body Challenge: 

Brain challenge:

Help your adult by 
folding your own 
clothes, ready to 

put away.

Make a 
difference

Get Creative!


